
PIP S GROWTH AND TRANSFORMATION IN GREAT EXPECTATIONS

In Charles Dickens novel Great Expectations, one is able to watch an innocent boy's transformation into a mature
gentleman who is still a child at heart. Great.

Great Expectations. The two characters are polar opposites in the way they come to their conclusions, make
their decisions and view their world. Just introducing Joe to Miss Havisham gives Pip a "strong conviction that
[he] should never like Joe's trade"  And the worst part is that, if he'd never met Estella, he wouldn't care: "what
would it signify to me, being coarse and common, if nobody had told me so"  Pip the Gentleman And that's
good, because we have an awful lot to forgive. Most people these days still tend to marry within their
socioeconomic group, but it's certainly not out of the question to marry someone who grew up much richer or
poorer than you did, and lots of people have friends who are from different backgrounds. As Pip grows closer
to Magwitch, he eventually does not care about acting like a gentleman or spending prodigiously, but now
spends all his resources on getting Magwitch to safety. The novel Great Expectations is written in the
Victorian period an age of industry, social status and crime. Pip the Grownup One way of thinking about this
is through Joe. No Expectations When Pip first finds out that Magwitch and not Miss Havisham is his
benefactor, it almost destroys him: Miss Havisham's intentions towards me, all a mere dream; Estella not
designed for me; I only suffered in Satis House as a convenience, a sting for the greedy relations, a model with
a mechanical heart to practise on when no other practice was at hand; those were the first smarts I had. At the
end, he tells Estella, "I work pretty hard for a sufficient living, and thereforeâ€”yes, I do well"  A
Bildungsroman should contain education Charles Dickens has shown this through out the text The same pity
makes him help Magwitch years later, and the same pity makes him forgive Estella and Havisham, and the
same pity makes us, well, pity him instead of hate him. Works Cited Dickens, Charles. In other words, it is a
well written story of a young man's life growing up in England in the early nineteenth century. As Pip first
comes into his expectations, he spends all of his money on self-centered luxuries to impress the other young
rich gentlemen. He learns that friendship is the hidden key to happiness that he had been missing. However, in
the Victorian age, this is a completely different story as most children had to go through many hardships and
sufferings, in order to satisfy the needs of their family He's ashamed of the man who loved and raised him;
he's cruel to the girl who likes him; he throws himself after someone who repeatedly insists that she'll never be
interested; and he's patronizing to his friends. Traditionally a bildungsroman contains the progress of one
character as he or she deals with death, love, social status and other life effecting factors. Pip and Oliver reach
a great epiphany in regards to social injustice, and in turn rebel against the system that oppresses them. Pip
goes from being a young boy living in poverty in the marsh country of Kent, to being a gentleman of high
status in London. Pip has clearly become a selfless person when he approaches Ms. Sure, he considers just
running away from everything. When Pip leaves for London, he cries as he looks at the signpost, which is an
obvious symbol for Pip's future and which is used repeatedly. Sure, he has some hard times, what with his
wife dying and his adopted son rejecting him. This statement implies that his behavior is worse than that of
Pumblechook, whom he earlier identified as a swindler, and that Pip's own behavior is criminal. But through it
all, Joe himself never changes, never experiences that we know about a crisis of self-identity that leaves him
sadder and wiser.


